Stating Your Case...Persuasively:
Ever get the feeling that nobody’s listening? Then join author and commentator Gerry Soud as he helps unleash your inner voice giving you some clever writing tools that can get you heard in any publication or public speaking venue. In this 3-week, 2-hour class, participants will learn to express their points of view with clarity, persuasion and, most importantly, attitude. Any subject is fair game. The goal is getting you published or giving you the confidence to speak persuasively in public. They say the pen is mightier than the sword. Here’s your chance to prove it. It’s time your inner voice had an audience. Mr. Soud is the author of Life As I Slice It, a humorous collection of essays, and a frequent commentator on NPR and in regional publications. **Self Supporting $55**

*The cost was the price when it was last offered. This may change when it is offered next.*

For more information, contact:

Michael Rich
m_rich@southwesterncc.edu
(828) 339-4497